Rhonda Sciortino

SPEAKER
AUTHOR
TRAINER
BUSINESS OWNER
CHILD ADVOCATE
SUCCESSFUL SURVIVOR

www.rhonda.org
facebook.com/rhondasciortino
youtube.com/user/rhondasciortino
linkedin.com/rhondasciortino

successfullsurvivorsspeakerbureau.org
To inquire about booking Rhonda Sciortino, contact
949.307.6067
chris@successfulsurvivors.org

TESTIMONIALS

“Rhonda is a dynamic speaker who brings joyfulness to everyone she encounters.”—Irene Clements NFPA

“Rhonda’s story is powerful!!! Her communication of the story AMAZING!!!” Wayne Tesch Royal Family Kids

“Rhonda Sciortino is a force of nature.” —Ron Storm, Moody Global Ministries

“Rhonda's research, presentation and passion for her work went far beyond our expectations.”—Joshua P. Reasnor, OK Baptist Homes for Children

ADVOCACY

Rhonda Serves With
Successful Survivors Foundation
Love Is Action Community Initiative
Royal Family Kids
Safe Families For Children
Foster Haven / Foster Care Closet

SOME SPEAKING TOPICS

Succeed
Because of
What You’ve
Been
Through

Character
Traits Of
Successful
Survivors

Kindness
Changes
Things

WAIT I Didn’t
Sign Up for
This

The Power
Of One
Person

Balancing
Life While
Caring For
Others

LOVE IS
ACTION

Equipping
The
Community

BOOKS